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Pump systems virtual laboratories will be designed for use in fluid mechanics class experiments. Virtual 

laboratory design consists of three different pump systems which are single pump system, series pump 

system, and parallel pump system. Thanks to that system, users can do the pump experiments with different 

flow rate values. At the end of the experiment, students will be able to understand the scope of the subject.

Pump systems can be integrated into the internet interface using software that can be given an opportunity 

to design a virtual lab. The softwares has been used to design virtual labs. In this context; We used the 

softwares of JavaScript, HTML, and CSS.
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• Pump Systems and Theory

Inlet pressure can be found via Bernoulli equation. If the correlation between the tank and the inlet of the 

pump is established and if replaced in the Bernoulli equation, Pin can be found.

In this kind of experiment, there can be a friction loss however, friction was neglected because the diameter 

of the pipe used in this experiment was quite small

We have implemented that formula for each Q (Flow Rate) values via Excel. We obtained 0.025 Pin values 

for each of these Flow Rates.

• Animation For Experiments
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Figure 1. JavaScript-HTML-CSS 
softwires
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Figure 2. Pump Systems

Eqn1. Bernoulli Equation

While making animation, html, CSS, and java were used in 

combination, then transferred to JavaScript.HTML provides 

the basic structure of sites, which is enhanced and modified 

by other technologies like CSS and JavaScript.CSS is used to 

control presentation, formatting, and layout. JavaScript is 

used to control the behavior of different elements. Figure 3– Animation of The Pump Experiment

• Experiment

Pump System Virtual Laboratory works with real data which are measured in TED University Fluid 

Mechanics Laboratory. The experiment was repeated according to the university's lab sheet. Mehmet 

SARIKAYA did the experiment with the course assistant. A data pool was created thanks to the 

experiments carried out in the real laboratory.

• Preliminary Design

Experiments were done with 10 different flow rate values for each pump system in the university’s Fluid 

mechanics laboratory. However, these values were not enough for the virtual laboratory. That is why 

thanks to 10 data from the experiment Q-H graph of each pump was drawn. Virtual laboratory work with 

100 flow rate values and outlet pressures were calculated with Q-H graph equation.

Figure 4. Home Page of Pump Experiments Virtual Lab

Figure 5. Single Pump Experiment of 
Virtual Lab

Figure 6. Series Pump Experiment of 
Virtual Lab

Figure 7. Parallel Pump Experiment of 
Virtual Lab

DISCUSSION

Pump virtual lab includes 100 data to calculate exact efficiency and power of pumps, but these are 

associated with outlet pressure, flow rate, valve opening degree and inlet pressure. Inlet pressure is 

constant so that inlet pressure can not affect the whole pump experiments. Flow rate is input value 

since most of equations are related to flow rate because of that flow rate value is accepted input value. 

As a result of that, valve opening degree and outlet pressure of pumps are output value for whole 

experiment.

Pump virtual lab code is designed according to real data of conventional lab, but conventional data 

provide to get 10 data and range of these data are wide because of that pump virtual lab must obtain 

more data with short range so that Q-H graph is sketched for 10 data by using Microsoft Excel.

Home page provide to sign in the virtual lab 

experiments. Home page includes whole 

experiments separately. Single, Series and Parallel 

Pump Experiments have buttons to access 

simulation, procedure, test and theory. Theory sub-

button provide to Access theory of experiment. 

Each experiment different theory parts. Simulation

sub-button provide to Access simulation of 

experiment. Each experiment different simulation 

parts.

Simulation of pump systems includes experiment setup. Experiment setup consist of an animation. 

Animation is started after clicking the button and water flow follows the path that is consisted of pipes.

Animation finish after water flows complete path of systems. "reset "button is shown when the flow 

animation finished. "reset "button provides to restart the flow animation. Flow rate slider provides to set 

flow rate value and valve opening degree of pump systems. Outlet pressure value can change according 

to flow rate value.

Test sub-button provide to Access questions about experiment. 

Each experiment different test parts. Each test part consists of 4 

or 5 questions. Types of question are multiple choice, true-false 

and open-ended. Answers to questions are checked using "Check 

Answer "button. System can calculate grades of users 

automatically and show at the top of questions. 

Figure 8. Test Questions of Pump 
Virtual Lab System

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, according to the university lab sheet pump system experiment was repeated.  Thanks to 

data that came from these experiments, a virtual lab was designed for a single pump system, series pump 

system, and parallel pump system. Virtual lab sheet of each experiment added to the system. According 

to the lab sheet head loss in the entrance and through pipes was neglected. As a result of this inlet 

pressure was constant. ∆H was the difference between outlet pressure and inlet pressure. The output of 

the system is valve opening degree and outlet pressure. 

In a single pump system experiment, series pump experiment and parallel pump experiment was done 

with 10 different flow rate values. Outlet pressure values of these flow rates were recorded. The Q-H 

graph of the single pump was drawn with these 10 values, first pump and second pump Q-H graphs of 

the series pump system were drawn with these 10 values and the Q-H graph of the pumps was the same 

for parallel pump system and drawn with these 10 values. The Virtual Lab has been designed with 100 

different flow rate values thanks to these Q-H graphs. Users can do the same process for each pump 

system experiments with 100 different flow rates.


